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ABSTRACT
Switched-capacitor implementations of pipelined ADCs
contain several sources of memory errors, including capac-
itor dielectric absorption/relaxation, incomplete stagereset
at high clock rates, and parasitic capacitance effects when
op amps are shared between subsequent pipeline stages.
This paper describes these sources of memory errors and
presents a unified model for their effect. The dependence
of these errors on circuit parameters and ADC sampling
rate is also discussed. The effect of these errors on ADC
linearity is then analyzed, showing how memory errors can
limit the performance of a pipelined ADC.
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1 Introduction

A conventional pipelined analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) architecture is shown in Figure 1. It consists of an
input sample-and-hold amplifier (SHA) andN pipelined
stages. All signals shown are normalized to the reference
voltageVref (e.g. x0 = Vin/Vref whereVin is the ADC
input voltage). The SHA samples the input signalx0 at a
uniform ratefs = 1/T whereT is the sample period, mul-
tiplies it by a gainG0 (whereG0 ≈ 1 in general) and holds
the outputx1 as the input of the first pipeline stage.

Each pipeline stage consists of an analog-to-digital
sub-converter (ADSC), a digital-to-analog sub-converter
(DASC) and a SHA with nominal gainGi. The ADSC
generates a digital estimationdi of the stage inputxi. Us-
ing a DASC,di is converted to an analog signalKidi that
is subtracted fromxi to form the residueyi.

yi = xi − Kidi (1)

This residue is multiplied by a gainGi and then sampled
and held as the inputxi+1 to the next pipeline stage. In
general, the final stageN is simply an ADSC as only its de-
cision outputdN , and not its amplified residue, is required.
The transfer function of each stage can be written

xi+1 = Gi(xi − Kidi) (2)

The ADC produces a digital output̂x0[k] that is a
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Figure 1. Pipeline ADC

digital estimate of the normalized analog inputx0[k] =
Vin(kT )/Vref . This output is generated using digital
logic to calculate a weighted sum of the stage decision
outputsd = (d1, d2, . . . , dN )

T using the weightsw =

(w1, w2, . . . , wN )T

x̂0 = wT d =
N∑

i=1

widi (3)

By referring each DASC output to the ADC input, the ideal
values of these weights are computed as

wi = Ki

i−1∏

j=0

1

Gj

(4)

If the ideal weights in (4) are used in (3) then, assuming all
components are ideal and noiseless,

x̂0 = x0 + q (5)

where the quantization errorq is given by

q = (KNdN − xN )

N−1∏

j=0

1

Gj

(6)

As additional stages are added to the pipeline,q becomes
smaller, and the resolution of the converter increases. In
order to simplify the digital calculation in (3), the gainsKi

andGi are usually designed to be integer powers of2.
In practice, accurate interstage gain is difficult to en-

sure in a modern VLSI process due to factors such as capac-
itor mismatch and limited op amp gain. In order to correct



for linearity errors that would result from interstage gain
inaccuracy, calibration techniques[1, 2] can be used. While
these calibration techniques allow correction for interstage
gain errors, they assume that each stage of the pipeline is
memoryless. In practice, this assumption may not be true,
and memory effects can cause linearity errors that are not
correctable using these conventional techniques. This pa-
per describes some sources of these memory errors and the
effect that they have on pipelined ADC linearity.

2 Sources of Memory Effect

2.1 Capacitor dielectric absorption / relaxation effects

The memory effect of dielectric relaxation on successive-
approximation ADCs was described in [3]. Recently this
effect was also shown to limit the linearity of a pipelined
ADC[4] for a process using a silicon nitride (SiN ) di-
electric rather than conventional silicon dioxide (SiO2) di-
electric for capacitors.SiN capacitors have the advan-
tage of much higher density thanSiO2 capacitors and so
have the potential to reduce die cost when large capacitors
are required. However, these capacitors exhibit a much
larger memory effect due to capacitor dielectric absorp-
tion/relaxation. This phenomenon is essentially due to car-
riers being trapped in the dielectric and slowly released
over time and can be observed [4, 5] by the following three-
phase procedure:

1. Charge a capacitor to a voltageVC = Vinit.

2. At time t = 0, discharge the capacitor by shorting its
terminals together until timet = t0.

3. Allow the capacitor to float until timet = tf .

The charge trapped in the dielectric during phase 1 above
tends to gather back on the capacitor plates during phase 3,
ideally following a logarithmic law[3, 4]

VC(tf , t0) = γVinit (7)

whereγ = κln(tf/t0) andκ is determined by the intensity
of the trap/release process in the dielectric.

A common switched-capacitor implementation[6] of
the pipeline stage in Fig. 1 is shown in simplified form
in Fig. 2(a). Although a single-ended circuit is shown for
simplicity, in practice a fully differential circuit wouldbe
used. A timing diagram for the clocksφ1 andφ2 used in
this stage are shown in Fig. 2(b). Although short non-
overlapping times are often used between clock phases in
practice[6], these are not shown here for simplicity and the
durationst1 andt2 of φ1andφ2, respectively are both cho-
sen to beT/2. If the op amp is ideal (i.e.a → ∞, offset=0)
and there is no memory effect, then the output at the end of
phase 2 can be found from

CfVi+1(kT + T/2) = (Cf + Cin)Vi(kT ) (8)

−CinVDASC(kT + T/2)

The parasitic capacitorCp has no effect in (8) as the invert-
ing terminal of the op amp is at the ground potential at the
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Figure 2. (a)Switched-capacitor pipeline stage using flip-
around architecture, (b) timing diagram (φ1 andφ2 are non-
overlapping).

end of each phase.
In this paper, the time indexn (e.g. di[n]) is used

to denote the signals corresponding to a given ADC in-
put sample and conversion cycle. Although the stages in
a pipelined ADC operate at different times on residues that
correspond to one ADC input sample, any signal that refers
to the conversion of the same input sample will be given the
same index. For example, although each stage output deci-
siondi[n] for a given input sample is generated at a differ-
ent time,di[n] refers to the decision of stagei correspond-
ing to the conversion of the input samplex0[n] = x0(nT ).
Using this convention, define the normalized variables

xi[n] = Vi(kT )/Vref (9)

xi+1[n] = Vi+1(kT + T/2)/Vref (10)

di[n] = VDASC(kT + T/2)/KDASC (11)

whereKDASC is the DASC gain in volts. In a typical
pipelined ADC[6], all stages, including the SHA, have a
delay of T/2. In this casek = n+0.5i in (9), (10) and (11).
Substituting these expressions into (8) gives

xi+1[n] = Gi (xi[n] − Kidi[n]) (12)

Gi = (1 + Cin/Cf ) (13)

Ki = (KDASC/Vref )Cin/ (Cin + Cf ) (14)

Hence, for ideal linear capacitors without memory effect,
this switched-capacitor pipeline stage can be modeled as
shown in Fig. 1 with the transfer function given in (2).

In [4] a simple model for the memory effect caused by
capacitor dielectric absorption/relaxation was given, repre-
senting the phenomenon as a simple one-tap finite-impulse
response effect. In this case, only relaxation due to charge
absorbed in the immediately preceding phase is considered.



Using normalized variables, the stage transfer function in-
cluding this memory effect can be written as:

xi+1[n] = Gi (xi[n] − Kidi[n]) (15)

+γfxi+1[n − 1] + γinGiKidi[n − 1]

whereGi andKi are the same as for (12) above. Hereγin

andγf model the memory effect ofCin andCf , respec-
tively. From (7),

γin = κinln(T/t1) = κinln(2) (16)

γf = κf ln(T/t1) = κf ln(2)

ast1 = T/2 in this case. If bothCf andCin use the same
dielectric materialκin ≈ κf and soγin ≈ γf . From (16), it
can be seen that in this case the magnitudeγ of this memory
effect isindependent of the sampling ratefs = 1/T .

2.2 Incomplete stage reset effects

In general, the periodT is chosen to be long enough to
allow settling in each phase of the residue amplifier oper-
ation to the required accuracy of the converter. For high
speed operation, this requires large switches with low on-
resistance, and a high-speed op amp to minimize the set-
tling time during the amplification phaseφ2.

Incomplete settling duringφ2 can be modeled as er-
rors in the interstage gainGi and the DASC gainKi if
the settling is linear [2]. Such errors can be compensated
for using calibration techniques for interstage gain errors
[1, 2]. However, incomplete settling during the reset phase
φ1 causes memory-effect errors that can not be corrected
using these approaches. To illustrate this point, consider
again the pipeline stage in Fig. 2. Let the voltages on the
capacitorsCin andCf beVCin

andVCf
, respectively. Ide-

ally, VCin
= VCf

= Vi at the end ofφ1. However, if the
duration ofφ1 is too short to allow complete resetting of
the voltages acrossCin andCf , VCin

andVCf
at the end

of φ1 depend in part on the voltage changes that the circuit
tries to impress duringφ1. From Fig. 2(b), phaseφ1 of
sample periodk begins at timet = kT − T/2 and ends at
t = kT . If linear settling can be assumed, then

VCf
(kT ) = Vi(kT ) (1 − γf ) + γfVCf

(
kT −

T

2

)
(17)

VCin
(kT ) = Vi(kT ) (1 − γin) + γinVCin

(
kT −

T

2

)

(18)
where the factorsγf andγin are constants determined by
the durationt1 of φ1 and the settling time constants ofCf

andCin. A fraction of the previous capacitor voltage is
retained after the reset phase in (17) and (18) resulting in
a memory effect similar to that described in Section 2.1.
In this case, the values ofγf andγin can be reduced by
operating at a lower ratefs = 1/T , which increasest1.

If the op amp is ideal and complete settling is assumed
during φ2, then the stage transfer function in this case is
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Figure 3. Switched-capacitor pipeline stage using shared
op amp.Vout = Vi+1duringφ2 andVout = Vi+2 during
φ1.

given by (15), but with

Gi = (1 − γf ) + (1 − γin)Cin/Cf . (19)

Hence, the stage outputxi+1[n] depends on its previous
outputxi+1[n − 1] and DASC inputdi[n − 1], which con-
stitutes a memory effect that can not be corrected for using
interstage gain calibration techniques.

2.3 Op amp sharing effects

As described above, the pipeline stage shown in Fig. 2
operates in two phases. During the reset phaseφ1 the ca-
pacitors are reset by charging them to the stage input volt-
ageVi. During the amplification phaseφ2, the op amp is
used to perform the subtracting and amplification functions
of the stage. In general, subsequent stages of the pipeline
operate in opposite phases, i.e. while stage 1 amplifies,
stage 2 is reset and vice-versa. Since the op amp is only re-
quired during the amplification phase, op amp sharing be-
tween subsequent stages has been proposed [7] in order to
reduce the number of required op amps by a factor of2
and hence reduce power and area requirements. The struc-
ture used in [7] is shown in Fig. 3. Comparing to Fig. 2
shows that Fig. 3 contains two cascaded pipeline stages
that share a single op amp. Duringφ2 the op amp gener-
ates the outputVout = Vi+1 of stage 1, while driving the
input of stage 2. Duringφ1, the op amp generates the out-
put Vout = Vi+2 of stage 2 and drives subsequent stage 3.
Additional switches are added to the negative op amp in-
put terminal (the summing node), to allow it to be switched
between the two stages.

While this architecture can yield significant power
savings, it can result in memory effects due to the para-
sitic capacitanceCp at the negative terminal of the op amp,
as noted in [7]. This memory effect occurs when the op
amp gaina is limited and so the voltageVm = −Vout/a at
the end of the amplifying phase is significant. At the end
of φ2, the op amp outputVout = Vi+1(kT − T/2), so its
input is Vm = −Vi+1(kT − T/2)/a. At t = kT + T/2
the op amp is switched from stage 1 to stage 2 and the ca-
pacitorCp injects a charge−CpVi+1(kT − T/2)/a at the
summing node of the second stage while it is generating
Vout = Vi+2(kT ) duringφ1. The transfer function of stage
2 can be calculated as
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xi+2[n] = Gi+1 (xi+1[n] − Ki+1di+1[n]) (20)

Gi+1 =
Cf2 + Cin2 + Cp/a

Cf2 + (Cf2 + Cin2 + Cp)/a
(21)

Ki+1 =

(
KDASC2

Vref

)
Cin2

Cf2 + Cin2 + Cp/a
(22)

Since the outputxi+2[n] in (20) depends only on the cur-
rent inputxi+1[n] and stage decisiondi+1[n], no memory
effect results. The parasitic capacitorCp causes only a
change in the factorsKi andGi.

Now consider stage 1 when the op amp is switched
from generatingVout = Vi+2(kT ) duringφ1 to generating
Vout = Vi+1(kT +T/2) duringφ2. In this case, the capaci-
tor Cp injects a charge−CpVi+2(kT )/a onto the summing
node of stage 1 duringφ2. The transfer function of stage 1
can be calculated as

xi+1[n] = Gi (xi[n] − Kidi[n]) + βixi+2[n − 1] (23)

Gi =
Cf1 + Cin1

Cf1 + (Cf1 + Cin1 + Cp)/a
(24)

βi =
Cp/a

Cf1 + (Cf1 + Cin1 + Cp)/a
(25)

Ki =

(
KDASC1

Vref

)
Cin1

Cf1 + Cin1

(26)

Since the outputxi+1 of stage 1 in (23) depends on the pre-
vious outputxi+2 of stage 2, a memory effect exists that
can result in nonlinearity. Combining (20) and (23) gives
the model shown in Fig. 4(a). This model shows that a
delayed version of the output of the even stage is added to
the output of the odd stage. The model can be changed so
that the memory effect is completely contained withing one
stage, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The key step in this transfor-
mation is to note that an even stage follows and processes

the output of each odd stage. Therefore, this memory effect
can be modeled entirely in the even stages without chang-
ing the output of a pipelined ADC that consists of a cascade
of the structures shown in Fig. 3. In this case, an equivalent
model for the ADC transfer function is given when each
stage is modeled as

xi+1[n] = Gi (xi[n] − Kidi[n]) + γixi+1[n − 1] (27)

andγi = 0 for i odd andγi = Giβi−1 for i even. Eqn.
(25) shows that the memory effect in this case isindepen-
dent of the sampling ratefs = 1/T but can be reduced
by increasing the op amp gaina and/or decreasing the par-
asitic capacitanceCp. Alternatively, an additional clock
phase can be added to resetCp afterφ1, but this adds extra
complexity and may reduce the maximum conversion rate.

3 Linearity errors due to memory effects

To consider the effect on converter accuracy of the memory
effect in each stage, consider the stage transfer function.
The result in (15), which applies to the memory effects de-
scribed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, can be summarized by the
expression:

xi+1[n] = Gi (xi[n] − Kidi[n]) (28)

+γixi+1[n − 1] + δiGiKidi[n − 1]

whereγi andδi correspond to the memory effectsγf and
γin of the stage output and DASC output of stagei, respec-
tively. The memory effect described in Section 2.3 resulted
in the equivalent stage transfer function given in (27). This
is identical to (28) except thatδi = 0 for all stages in this
case. Computing the z-transform of (28) and rearranging
terms gives

Xi(z) = (1 − δiz
−1)Ki(z)Di(z) (29)

+
1

Gi

(1 − γiz
−1)Xi+1(z) 1 ≤ i ≤ N − 1

whereXi(z) andDi(z) are the z-transforms ofxi[n] and
di[n], respectively. The input SHA (stage0) can also be
modeled by (29) if it is considered as a stage with the
DASC removed (i.e.D0(z) = 0). From (29),Xi+1(z)
is given by

Xi+1(z) =
Gi

1 − γiz−1

(
Xi(z) − (1 − δiz

−1)KiDi(z)
)

(30)
The stage model using (30) is shown in Fig. 5(a). For the
case whereδi = 0, as in the opamp sharing memory effect
described in Section 2.3, the stage can be modeled as in
Fig. 5(b). For the case whereδi = γi, as can often be
assumed for the memory effects described in Sections 2.1
and 2.2, (30) can be rewritten as

Xi+1(z) =
Gi

1 − γiz−1
Xi(z) − GiKiDi(z) (31)
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Figure 5. Pipeline stage model (a) including memory ef-
fect, (b) withδi = 0, (c) with δi = γi.

and modeled as shown in Fig. 5(c).
In general, the final pipeline stage (stage N) consists

of an ADSC only and hence does not suffer from the mem-
ory effects discussed in Section 2. In this case, from (6),
XN (z) can be written as

XN (z) = KNDN(z) − Q(z)

N−1∏

k=0

GK (32)

whereQ(z) is the z-transform of the ADC quantization er-
ror q[n]. Starting with the definition (32) forXN (z), (29)
is recursively applied fori = N − 1, N − 2, . . . , 0 to give

X0(z) =

N∑

i=1

[
wiDi(z)(1 − δiz

−1)

i−1∏

k=0

(1 − γkz−1)

]

−Q(z)

N−1∏

k=0

(1 − γkz−1) (33)

wherewi are the weights as defined in (4) andδN = 0
when the final stage is an ADSC only.

If the expression in (3) is used to calculate the digital
outputx̂0[n], its z-transformX̂0(z) is given by

X̂0(z) =

N∑

i=1

wiDi(z) (34)

In this case, combining (33) and (34) gives

X̂0(z) =
X0(z)

∏N−1

k=0
(1 − γkz−1)

+ Q(z) (35)

+

N∑

i=1

wiDi(z)

(
1 −

1 − δiz
−1

∏N−1

k=i (1 − γkz−1)

)

The first term in (35) corresponds to a linearly filtered ver-
sion of the inputX0(z). The second term corresponds to
the quantization error of the converter. The last term con-
tains a weighted sum of past stage decisions. This is the
term that contributes nonlinearity to the overall ADC trans-
fer function. To demonstrate the effects of this term on
converter linearity, first consider only memory effect in the
SHA (i.e.γi = 0 for i > 0 andδi = 0 for all stages). Here,
(35) becomes

X̂0(z) =
X0(z)

1 − γ0z−1
+ Q(z) (36)

Note that (36) has only linear filtering ofX0(z), and
hence will not degrade the linearity of the converter, al-
though it will add a high-frequency pole to its frequency-
domain transfer function, resulting in some low-pass filter-
ing.

Next, consider memory effect only in the SHA and
first pipeline stage (i.e.γi = 0 andδi = 0 for i > 1). Here
(35) becomes

X̂0(z) =
X0(z)

(1 − γ0z−1)(1 − γ1z−1)
(37)

+
K1D1(z)

G0

(
δ1 − γ1

1 − γ1z−1

)
z−1 + Q(z)

An additional pole has been added to the linear filtering of
the inputX0(z) due to the memory effect of stage 1. The
second term in (37) involves the previous values of the first
stage decisiond1. Since these past decisions are correlated
with the the current inputX0 in general, nonlinearity in the
form of spectral tones will result from this term. However,
in the common case whereδ1 ≈ γ1, the second term in (37)
will almost disappear and so the memory effect of the first
stagewill not cause significant ADC nonlinearity.

Extending the memory effect to two stages gives

X̂0(z) =
X0(z)

∏2

i=0
(1 − γiz−1)

(38)

+
K1D1(z)

G0

(
(δ1 − γ1 − γ2)z

−1 + γ1γ2z
−2

(1 − γ1z−1)(1 − γ2z−1)

)

+
K2D2(z)

G0G1

(
δ2 − γ2

1 − γ2z−1

)
z−1 + Q(z)

In this case the output contains terms relating to previous
decisionsd1 andd2 of stage 1 and stage 2, respectively.
Even in the case whereγi = δi, terms relating to previous
values ofd1 will remain, causing converter nonlinearity.

Intuitively, the reason that memory effect in the first
stage does not cause nonlinearity whenγ1 = δ1 is that the
memory effect of the outputx2 and the decisiond1 com-
bine to form an equivalent memory effect on the first stage
input x1 only, as shown in Fig. 5(c). Sincex1 contains
no quantization error, only linear filtering of the input re-
sults. However, since the output of each stage in a pipelined
ADC is an amplified version of the quantization error of
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Figure 6. Simulated INL at 12-bit level for 1.5b/stage
pipeline ADC withγi = δi = 0.005 (a) for first stage only,
(b) for first 2 stages, and (c) for all 12 stages with input
full-scale sinewave at frequenciesf0 ≈ 0.007/T (solid)
and2f0 (dashed).

the previous stage, memory effects in subsequent stages
will include this nonlinear quantization error and hence
cause overall converter nonlinearity. This is shown when
the memory effect is extended to 2 stages in (38).

Fig. 6 shows the simulated converter integral non-
linearity (INL) at 12-bit level for a conventional 12-stage
1.5 bit/stage pipeline ADC[6]. A 1.5 bit stage has nominal
gainGi = 2, ADSC thresholds at±Vref/4 and DASC lev-
els of0,±Vref/2. The test signal is an input sinewave with
amplitude 95% of full-scale at frequenciesf0 = 0.007/T .
(solid) and2f0 (dashed). The result in Fig. 6(a) is for mem-
ory effect withγi = δi = 0.005 for the first stage only.
Since the ADC is otherwise ideal, the INL is almost zero in
this case. This verifies that memory effect in the first stage
whenγ1 = δ1 does not cause nonlinearity. In Fig. 6(b),
the INL is shown where the first two stages have a mem-
ory effect withγi = δi = 0.005 and all others are ideal.
The memory effect results in an INL of±3.7 LSB. When
the input sinewave frequency is doubled fromf0 to 2f0,
the width of the INL discontinuities around the first stage
ADSC thresholds of±Vref/4 increases. Hence, the mea-
sured INL is frequency-dependent. These discontinuities
are caused when an input sample is immediately preceded
by a sample that is on the other side of an ADSC threshold.
In this case, the DASC output jumps by one level, but a
memory still exists of the previous DASC output resulting

in a memory error. When the input frequency increases,
the difference between the current and last input sample
increases, so INL errors occur due to this effect occur for
codes further away from the ADSC thresholds. When the
memory effect is extended to all stages, Fig. 6(c) shows the
resulting converter INL of±5.3 LSBs. This slight increase
shows that the memory error in this case is dominated by
the second stage. The INL in this case can also be seen to
vary slightly with the input frequency.

4 Conclusion
Sources of memory effects in pipelined ADCs due to ca-
pacitor dielectric absorption/relaxation, incomplete stage
reset, and op amp sharing have been described and mod-
eled. While errors due to incomplete stage reset can be
reduced by decreasing the ADC conversion ratefs = 1/T ,
the other effects described are independent offs.

These memory effects can limit the ADC linearity.
However, for common cases, memory effects in the SHA
and first pipeline stage do not cause ADC nonlinearity.
This allows some flexibility of the design of these stages,
which typically dominate the power and area of a pipelined
ADC due to noise considerations.
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